
Tangled threads - August 2016 

I can see that I’m already caught up in tangled threads. Rather than try extricating myself, I’ll just 

plough on, if you’re still with me…. (Hello, hello..?) Pick ‘n mix, then. Bit like the wine list at last 

Saturday’s lunch at this elegant restaurant in Nice : 

 

The owner may not be exactly an American in Paris – more of a South African in Nice. (Four South 

Africans in the picture below actually.) 

 

Partially upstaged by the man-bun on the right of the picture is Jan, the owner, standing with his 

team, and his arm around my wife. JAN-HENDRIK VAN DER WESTHUIZEN, to give him his full 

moniker. Were he to hang that up on a wall-mounted brass plaque in the windswept old port of Nice 

where the photo was taken, sure as eggs the plaque would fall off and land on a customer’s head, 

maybe even crush him to death – not good for business. So sticking to plain JAN is probably best 

after all. And I’m more than happy to report that, with this prudently succinct and felicitous choice 

of name, business is booming. If you’re in Nice, don’t miss it, but book early! 
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So…ahemmm…where were we? 

Oh yes - South Africa. The job, then, is to retrace the next step of our 2015 trip, where, if you 

remember, we had just about done with beloved Cape Town, and were driving off in an easterly 

direction to descend on old friends, revisit erstwhile haunts etc etc. 

Daily events in South Africa grow increasingly disturbing – exponentially, to coin a hackneyed phrase 

- therefore we were on the qui vive for potholes in the road, as well as carjacker holdups etc. We 

had hired a car, so needed to be particularly vigilant in respect of the former. Given the latter 

eventuality our worries would probably have been consigned to posthumous memorabilia, yet, 

fortunately, here I still am to tell the tale. 

Actually we were surprised to observe the healthy upkeep of roads in the Cape Province, thanks to 

the Democratic Alliance party, successor to the PFP (the old liberal white opposition during the 

apartheid years). Now multiracial and with a black leader, the DA is the only voice of sanity in S. 

African politics, and fortunately governs the Cape. Post-Mandela ANC is a nightmare of inefficiency 

and corruption, to say nothing of Julius Malema and his Economic Freedom Fighters EFF(-ing) party, 

which is gaining a foothold with alarming rapidity. (At least they’re economic though!) 

"I am not for reconciliation, I am for justice. There is 

no reconciliation without justice and justice is the 

return of land." 

 

“We are not scared of white people. This is not your 

land, you must know your place – you are visitors 

here.” 

 

Malema said the length of a visitor’s stay depended on 

their conduct  

(Grammar Julius?)  

 

(Don’t be misled by the smiley picture either…..)  

Malema warned that if White People did not peacefully surrender their land (that’s better Julius) he 

could not guarantee what would happen to them. 

You see any beautiful piece of land, you will like it, occupy it! It belongs to you! 

We are here unashamedly to disturb the white man’s peace. 

But then, reassuringly : We are not calling for the slaughtering of white people, at least for now. 

(whew, now there’s a relief) 

You may remember I made passing reference in the June blog to this little-known and therefore 

generally unacknowledged statistic : International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs - South Africa's 

total population is around 50 million, of which indigenous groups are estimated to comprise 

approximately 1%  

One per cent?? 
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This clearly calls into question Malema’s extreme racial(ist) contention. The first white settlement in 

South Africa occurred down in the Cape under the control of the Dutch East India Company, 

following the arrival of Jan van Riebeck with three ships on 6th April 1652. This of course 

substantially antedates the descent of the Pedi people and other African tribes into the north-

eastern provinces of what was to become South Africa – around 1790, ie almost 150 years later….. 

The Pedi tribe? Yep – Malema is a Pedi (no, that’s not a typi), and by his own lights merits having his 

peace disturbed and his future non-guaranteed. The whiteys got there first. But that’s hardly the 

point - actually by Malema’s standards it’s the Khoisan who should be plundering, raping and 

murdering everyone else in South Africa, but as they represent a mere 1% of the population, that’s 

probably an unrealistically tough call. 

The truth of the matter is that the southern end of the African continent was largely unpopulated 

from the beginning of history right up until the mid-18th century. At which point black African 

migratory tribes trickled down from the north and fought each other, more or less as white settlers 

spread upwards from the south and enjoyed their own set-to in the Anglo-Boer war, before fending 

off the invaders from the north - so where exactly does all that squabbling leave land ownership?  

Hmm. There is certainly much to be said against the colonising British, not to mention the 

intransigent Afrikaaner with his idiotic apartheid regime : especially the partitioning of black 

homelands, which turned out to be a singularly unimaginative idea in the long run. Certainly without 

the latter, things might have evolved in a more natural, indeed equable, manner, and as I said last 

time (and will always say) thank God for Nelson Mandela. Still, no excuse for Malema : for me it’s 

like Dawnal’ Chrump - not just the man that’s a worry, but more particularly disturbing are the 

people who want to vote him in. Not a good reflection on current political thinking (thinking…?). 

South Africa, though, does pride itself on a select group of educational institutions inspired by the 

typical English public school - Bishop’s in Cape Town (where my friend Bunny Botha was a pupil) St. 

Andrew’s Bloemfontein (where he became head of music), Hilton College, and Michaelhouse - both 

near Pietermaritzburg – are particularly notable. Pietermaritzburg was our last home in South Africa, 

where I was appointed as the city’s music director in the early 1980’s : a post I held for two and a 

half years, commanding a substantial civic grant, a grand office in the city hall and two secretaries. 

The city hall, where I worked was completed in 1901, and is the largest neo-Gothic structure in the 

southern hemisphere. The building is as exquisite as it is impressive. Pietermaritzburg - Maritzburg, 

or plain old PMB to locals - was in those days a total anachronism. Despite its Afrikaans-sounding 

name, everything about PMB reminded me of the England I grew up in during the 1950’s – the 

considered, transparently articulated manner of speech, the unpretentious gentility, the sense of 

tradition, and above all the value placed on good education. The schools were without exception 

excellent.  

The Victoria Club – an all-male institution, statue of Queen Victoria outside, complete with Union 

Jack flying, ladies’ night once a month (ladies, enter by the back door if you please) – defined what 

was essentially an English gentleman-farmer community. Lord, it even boasted a university. Values 

were sound, quietly maintained, untarnished by rampant materialism, and I can assure you that 

even during those final apartheid years, relations between black and white were in their unruffled 

way the healthiest and by far the most progressive in the country. More of that in a mo. 

PMB City Hall houses a concert hall, seating just over 1000, which bears a passing resemblance to 

the Musikverein in Vienna, or so I was told, not having at that time set foot in the latter. (Little did I 

know at that point, but some 25 years later I was to conduct concerts in the Musikverein…) 
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Pietermaritzburg City Hall’s handsome exterior at night,   and directly opposite it……. 

The old Natal Houses of Parliament, housing the Victoria Club (thar she blows – imperious on her 
pedestal in front!) 
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Pietermaritzburg City Concert hall 

The Brindley&Foster organ case 
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Although not matching the capacity of the Wiener Musikverein’s Goldener Saal - actually between 

half and two-thirds of its size (and lacking a bit of gold leaf) – the PMB hall is built to a similar 

scheme and has a remarkable acoustic. The four manual organ came with the job of Music Director, 

so I was also City Organist, which meant having to practice like crazy for the odd broadcast recital. 

(Decidedly an occasion for donning the brown trousers……)  

The Pietermaritzburg Philharmonic Society flourished gloriously from 1881 to 1997, at which 

juncture it was closed down by a post-apartheid multi-racial council. Basically it had provided for and 

supervised music in the city. Admittedly, the PMB Philharmonic Orchestra had got stuck in a time-

warp (not unlike everything else in in the charming old city) consisting as it did of a mixture of 

professional instrumental teachers, plus their more talented pupils who played alongside and under 

the watchful eye of their mentors. To put this in perspective, other symphony orchestras in SA had 

started in exactly the same way during the 19th and early 20th centuries, but with the passage of time 

one or two had evolved into fulltime professional establishments, such as the Cape Town Symphony 

– not stuck in a time-warp, yet tragically closed down by a similarly enlightened city council. Anyway, 

the modus operandi in PMB meant two weekly rehearsals with the 30 or so local musicians, then 

we’d import another 30 professionals for our monthly symphony concert - mostly from the 

neighbouring Natal Philharmonic in Durban - swelling the ranks to 60+ mostly professional players. 

Then there was a Philharmonic Choir of about 150 enthusiastic amateur members, among whom 

was a contingent of black Zulu singers (mostly garden-boys, garage workers, maids, nurses from the 

local hospital etc) whose presence wasn’t strictly legal under the old apartheid regime. Furthermore, 

there was at the time a notorious family of hardened criminals who encouraged this illicit musical 

interaction between blicks and wahts. Not only that, but these very same culprits ferried Zulus to 

and from Philharmonic rehearsals/concerts during post-curfew night time hours when it was illegal 

for the blicks to be out of their allocated townships, carrying them in relays using their own private 

car, frequently until the early hours of the morning, risking danger and possible imprisonment. 

They were never called to account, but I’m simply telling you what they did. 

Another masterpiece – the fayne eewld colewnial cricket pavilion in PMB’s Alexander Park 
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Who, then, were these undesirables? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sadly Ray Fish, pater familias, is no longer with us, but his widow Nat and their son Nigel live to tell 

the tale. Nat was accompanist and much revered nanny to the Philharmonic Choir – a PMB musical 

personality - while Nigel was respectively principal cello of the Cape Town Symphony, (my) 

Pietermaritzburg Philharmonic and the Natal Philharmonic orchestras. He also played for many years 

with the Sinfonieorchester Aachen in Germany, and is obviously a fine cellist and people smuggler. 

I’ve conducted the Elgar Cello Concerto only twice in my life – ironically enough, given the 

misattributed Land of Hope and Glory associations, with subversive anti-apartheid Nigel as soloist, 

then, on the next occasion, with Zela Terry, a lady of colour from the New York Philharmonic, now 

principal cello with the Nice Philharmonic, and a wonderful cellist/person without whom the world 

would be a considerably poorer place - just like Nigel. (Zela appears in the June blog, along with a 

few slightly jolly colleagues. Similar to the above piccy in fact.) 

This gentleman on the left lived in Pietermaritzburg 

for 11 years. Having been chucked off a train by a 

white man for daring to travel first class, he found 

himself stranded on PMB station and decided to stay. 

His name? Mahatma Ghandi. 

He established the Natal Indian Congress in 1894, 

before moving on to even greater things in his native 

land. This statue stands to his memory in PMB. 

 

The guilty Fish family, caught on camera with two of their accomplices, 30 years later 
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There’s such a lot still to tell that I will be coming back to South Africa in the next blog, but I cannot 

possibly finish the August one without making mention of this year’s Ristretto Summer Academy. 

The programme was a tall order, with Tallis’s 40-voice motet Spem in alium and the Schnittke 

Concerto for choir. Everyone knows the redoubtable Tallis of course, but the Schnittke is less known 

and considerably more demanding. Music apart, a particularly thorny challenge is to grapple with its 

complex Russian text. As the piece lasts for over 40 minutes, with very little textual repetition, 

there’s a lot to get through! It’s been my ambition for a long time to tackle this monster….. 

Well, I can’t say we actually nailed it, but it was more than a brave try. None of it would have been 

possible without the help of two esteemed musical colleagues, and one linguistic one. 

This is Philippe Négrel, conductor, singer and horn-

player, who took sectionals on the Tallis. 

He’s explaining things to Kate, who’s listening with 

dutifully rapt attention….. 

 

And here you have an elegant quartet of ladies – 

the two on the inside are Jean Burrow and Margie 

Wallace. Jean did the sectionals on the Schnittke, 

while Margie coached us on the Russian. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We’re not all golden oldies – here on the left is the 

daughter of our Jean-Charles.  

I won’t give away her name – don’t want her rung up by 

any of you nosey parkers…. 
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And finally here we are at the concert, the culmination of a week’s hard work.  

Followed by a quick dip, then dinner in the cloister –  

 

The table waits………joining us next year? 


